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Summary 
 

What they didWhat they didWhat they didWhat they did    

 

The riding-felt: 

• Sheep wool felt, large rectangle ca. 30 by 100 inches. 

• Felt can be folded in twos or threes. 

• Leather connection patches, with rope (likely rawhide). 

• Some felt pads are used bare, some are covered in (seal) hide. 

 

The surcingle: 

• Sturdy leather (harness leather?) surcingle. 

• Rectangular bracket (several are ‘8’ shaped, not clear if all are). 

• Leather girth strap. 

• Leather stirrup strap, in a ‘P’ shape, with a buckle in the middle. 

• Metal or wooden stirrups, attached with rope, leather, or a metal mount. 

 

 

What I didWhat I didWhat I didWhat I did    

 

The riding-felt: 

• Sheep wool felt, large rectangle (finished at ca. 25 by ca 70 inches) 

• Felt is folded in twos. 

• Leather connection patches, with (fabric) rope (leather cord snapped). 

• The felt pad is used bare. 

 

The surcingle: 

• Sturdy leather (pig belly) surcingle, fake sinew sewn. 

• Rectangular ‘0’ bracket. 

• Leather girth strap, fake sinew sewn. 

• Leather stirrup strap, in a loop, with the buckle at the bottom. 

• Metal ‘D’ shape stirrups, attached with leather. 

 

 

Differences:Differences:Differences:Differences:    

• The leather connection patches are a bit too large for a two-layered felt. 

• The rectangular bracket does not have a middle bar (but not sure if all did). 

• Used fake sinew thread, not real sinew (I had this at home). 

• The stirrup strap is looped (modern?), unlike those used with a metal stirrup mount (historic?). 

• The stirrup leather buckles are of a more modern design than found in the Viking age. I was not 

able to locate larger heavy-duty (brass) buckles based on Viking era artifacts (yet). One of the 

buckles I used does look quite similar to the buckle visible in the historic illustration on the cover. 
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Introduction 
 

 

After entering the Victory over the Unseen Enemy 

equestrian challenge and being docked points for not 

using barding, I realized our ponies were sorely 

lacking in appropriate SCA attire. My alternate 

persona is Viking, a time when heraldry and colorful 

horse barding were not yet quite a thing (like, at all). I 

could somewhat envision a style of bridle I could 

make for him to give him a more historic look, but 

making a saddle? For the sake of both of us I decided 

not to meddle with that (saddles do have to fit, hence 

the mundane existence of the job of saddle fitter). 

Then my interest in felt and my Icelandic Horse’s 

heritage joined. Low and behold, the old Icelanders 

had a padded-seat riding contraption with stirrups 

which was completely made from felt – no saddle 

fitting required. And even better, for ‘carpet’-like 

felted sheets like this pad the wool did not even need 

to be roving! 

 

I’ve always been fascinated with felting fabric, like the thick sheet felt used in shoes. A good friend of 

mine makes beautiful leather turn shoes and has poked me a few times already to make some sheet felt 

to use as insoles. But I did not feel confident in being able to do a good job. And I especially could not 

quite wrap my head around the amount of roving needed. Finding enough affordable roving for my 

mundane endeavors proved challenging enough (I also use roving for felted soap as part of my goat’s milk 

soap business). Then I learned I did not have to use roving, as long as the wool was clean and fluffed it 

would work fine. Luckily, I had watched fellow Dominionite Eadgytha clean wool many times over the 

years, and last summer I attempted my first suinting experiments.  

 

When we first started, I had not yet learned how the old Icelanders processed wool. I hoped it would not 

be too different from what I had found from another old-fashioned horse-centric culture, the 

Mongolians. Since then, I did find several descriptions which mostly center around whacking the felt with 

heavy sticks. A crude translation from Tómasson í Skógum (2002) reads “The word þófaberði or flókaberði 

for a complex woolen fleece indicates that blunt force has long been used in the making of a felt.” It is 

unclear if rolling was part of this as well (I am still working on translating his chapter, and intend to add it 

to the appendix when I have a more useful version). So, at first, guided by several videos showcasing 

Mongolian felting techniques used to make felt carpets and felt yurt walls, my son and I set out to 

experiment with the different suggestions for my interpretation of a þófi riding-felt.  

 

Figure 1 Riding in the woods with my Icelandic Horse Greni. 
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History 
 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I first came across the object (illustration left) in an obscure Facebook group called Rekonstruktion af 

rytterudstyr fra vikingetiden (Reconstruction of riding equipment from the Viking age, is my guess). The 

discussion referenced a website by the Skagafjörður Heritage Museum in Glaumbær, Iceland, which 

explains historic Icelandic horse equipment in a bit more detail, with another illustration (right). My 

interest tickled, I looked for more sources discussing this intriguing bit of Icelandic horse equipment and 

came across the book Reiðtygi á Íslandi í aldaraðir (Riding equipment in Iceland for centuries) by Þórður 

Tómasson í Skógum. It was not too expensive, and I ordered a copy from Iceland. Unfortunately, it mostly 

discusses 18th and 19th century side saddles but in the chapter on equipment from earlier times it also 

mentions the felted-pad saddle, alongside the much better known wooden (solid tree) Viking age and 

medieval saddles. 

 

From the Facebook group discussion, it was clear it was commonly unknown how far back the felted-pad 

saddle actually went. The first quite significant hurdle being the language: Icelandic is a complicated 

language, and google translate is not quite able to make sense of it. And Icelanders love to publish in their 

native language. With the second hurdle coming in a close second, as this object would leave near to no 

trace in the archaeological records. Even if it did, any hardware found in proximity of horse equipment 

(like stirrups) or horse remains would be automatically attributed to the presence of a saddle.  

Instead, I looked at literary traces. I found that the word to indicate this felted-pad saddle was fairly 

unique to this specific object, which significantly helped in searching dictionaries and databases.  

 

The þófiThe þófiThe þófiThe þófi    (þófa)(þófa)(þófa)(þófa)    

    

The word þófi indicates either 1) felt; or 2) a saddle-cloth of felt. When used as something other than a 

saddle cloth made of felt, the word seems to be combined: for instance, a felt hood (þófa-höttr) or a felt 

cloak (þófa-stakkr). When used in the definition of saddle cloth, it can mean either the pad under a saddle 

or a riding pad – it would depend on textual context to know which one is meant; and most often this 

would mean whether or not a separate saddle is mentioned.  

Figure 2 The Skagafjörður Heritage MuseumFigure 3 Halldórsson 1991 
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The online Dictionary of Old Norse Prose by the University of Copenhagen has several entries for the 

word þófi in the definition of saddle-cloth of felt. According to Fridrikr Tomasson, Aethelmearc’s Icelandic 

Saga scholar (who helped with several of the translations), the two examples from Hrafnskel saga seem to 

show Einarr using the saddlecloth as a saddle for riding to Freyfaxi. He mentions that “The Complete 

Sagas of the Icelanders (CSI), v. 5, p. 264, agrees with my translation, as does William Ian miller’s 

translation in “Hrafnkel or the Ambiguities.” So, a 13th c saga, based in 9th-10th c. Iceland seems to 

support using a saddlecloth in place of a full saddle.” The other examples given by the dictionary are 

either ambiguous, or mention the use of a separate saddle. Tómasson í Skógum (no relation) also 

mentions Einarr Þorbjamarson, and writes that the shepherd threw a bridle on his horse and a þófi riding-

felt under himself before riding to Freyfaxi. He also writes that the Jarteinabók, from just before the turn 

of the century of 1200, mentions a þófi riding-felt as well, but his quote does not specify if it would have 

been used with or without a saddle. 

 

While it is generally thought the þófi riding-felts 

have probably been used since antiquity (Bruun 

1902, 72-73; Sarpur 315548), as is becoming 

clear to me it is difficult to proof this conclusively. 

The word þófi in the general definition of saddle-

cloth clearly existed from the early middle ages 

onwards, but whether it was used for both saddle 

pad and riding-felt, or if the riding-felt evolved 

from the saddle pad at a later point in time and 

the word kept being used for both, cannot be 

determined conclusively. The book Kuml og 

haugfé: úr heiðnum sið á Íslandi (Of Pagan 

customs in Iceland), which discusses the 

archaeology of Viking age Iceland, does not 

mention þófi in the section on horse equipment. 

The section does list metal hardware (gjarðarhringjur) of which the straight bar bottom left could 

potentially be a (badly eroded) rectangular surcingle ring. (Eldjárn and Friðriksson 2000, 317) 

 

Interestingly, it seems the use of a felted pad instead of a saddle might be confined to Iceland. I have seen 

suggested the Icelander immigrants took the þófi with them from their homeland (which would be mostly 

Norway) but I have not found any evidence supporting this theory. The quote “Right from Iceland's 

settlement until the 19th century, [felted] pads were most commonly used for riding" is attributed to the 

Skagafjörður Museum website, but I have been unable to find exactly were (which can be entirely due to 

the language barrier). 

 

At first glance, the riding-felt might look like a crude intermediate stage between saddle cloths and pads, 

and solid tree saddles. Except the solid-treed saddle was developed well before the discovery and 

settlement of Iceland in 874 CE. It is more likely the riding-felt was back-engineered by practical horse-

owners who could not afford saddles, also suggested by the Sarpur Cultural Historical Database “an 

ancient equestrian [tack] and common until the 1870s, especially with women and the poor.” (Sarpur 

315548) 

Figure 4 Tack hardware (gjarðarhringjur), 

 from Kuml og haugfé, p.317 
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The earliest evidence for a saddle cloth or pad, held in 

place with a surcingle, breast collar and crupper, but 

without stirrups, comes from the Assyrians from around 

700 BCE. The Romans used one of the first solid-treed 

saddles as early as the 1st century BCE, also without stirrups 

(they did not start using stirrups until very late). Much 

later, the medieval Irish light cavalry Hobelars are well-

known for riding on saddle cloths, again without stirrups. 

(Jones 2008).  

 

 It is not clear to me if this means the Irish did not use any 

saddle-like structure under the saddle cloth (see figure 7): 

the absence of stirrups does not automatically mean the 

absence of a saddle. The Roman solid-treed saddle 

incorporated “horns” which secured the lower body while 

offering optimal freedom of movement, without the use, 

the need, for stirrups.  

 

Similarly, the presence of stirrups might not automatically indicate the presence of a saddle. The þófi 

used stirrups, but without the rigid internal structure of saddle. It is possible the þófi is the only non-

saddle riding contraption to use stirrups, making it a rather singular piece of horse equipment. 

 

 

 
Figure 7 A padded riding cloth from ‘The Image of Irelande,’ ca. 1581 

Figure 5 www.tastesofhistory.co.uk 

Figure 6 A riding cloth from ‘The Book of the 

de Burgos,’ ca. 1570 
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Part one: the þófi riding-felt 
 

What I did, step by step: 

 

1: Collecting the wool. 

With a project like this in mind I had collected not-so-good quality fleeces over a couple of years. Some of 

the dirtier ones I had already suinted last summer to help soften and clean extra dirty tips. I started with 

about 5 fleeces of various colors (making one large tub of variegated fluffed wool) but worried this would 

not be enough for this specific project. Luckily, fellow Myrkfaelinn Eadgytha (Angelika St. Laurent) has a 

Stash and she gave me two more large garbage bags of fleeces to play with. Some of these were short but 

fluffy without much crimp and I was able to use these upside-down, as is, without the need for more 

fluffing, and they ended up felting into a practical sturdy outer surface for the inside of the pad. 

 

2: Processing the wool. 

The Mongolian videos instructed to use fluffed wool for the outsides, with the nicest first to create the 

face of the fabric. The raw fleece is fluffed by laying it out on a tarp and beating it with flexible sticks. This 

opens the fibers as well as helping it release dirt and hay etc. Willow sticks of around half an inch are 

preferred, and we found the length of 3 to 4 feet to work well. It was surprising how effective this beating 

method is, and how much dirt was beaten out of the wool! We were also picking up bits of hay and fluffs 

of wool for days afterwards throughout the living room (there was still a foot of snow on the ground). 

 

 
Figure 8 Fluffing the wool with willow sticks (hazel also works). 
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3: Construction. 

Traditionally, Mongolian felt is made on top of an already 

made ‘mother’ felt, which is then rolled up as a whole. At 

the time of construction, I had not found out about the 

Icelandic felting instructions yet so I took my inspiration 

from a different but also ancient culture. Since I was doing 

my project indoors, I chose to use plastic shower curtains. 

For extra agitation, I rolled a bamboo window shade in 

with it, but as my window shade was twice as wide as my 

felt, this did not work very well and I only used it the once.  

The fluffed wool was grabbed by the handful in 

one hand, pushed in place and pulled out of the handful 

to create a somewhat scale-like overlapping collection of 

wool tufts. The center of the felt ‘sandwich’ could be clean 

but untreated raw wool, fluffed, topped with another 

layer of fluffed wool. The better the tufts are interlaced 

top to bottom, the better the layers of wool will be felted 

together. The wool would be wetted with hot water while 

the different layers were constructed, enough to make it 

damp but not so much it was dropping wet. The target 

height looked to be about six to eight inches tall. 

 

Felt shrinks. I was going for a felted pad of about 30 inches 

wide by 80 inches long and eyeballed a starting dimension of 40 inches by 115 inches, as the Mongolian 

videos seemed to suggest more shrinkage lengthwise than in width. This seems to be correct for their 

method, but not when using a machine, we learned. 

 

 

4: Agitating the wool. 

Historically, the baby sheet felt is tightly 

rolled up with its mother felt around a 

large wooden post. The outside is 

protected with hides, duck cloth or tarp, 

and tightly wound with rope. Two rope 

collars are slid around the wooden beam 

ends, attached to another long rope, and 

hitched to horses or camels to be 

dragged around over the grasslands for 

about two hours, often at high speed!  

 

Figure 9 the wool all laid out and ready for rolling. 

Figure 10 Wrapped up water tight and ready to agitate. 
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Figure 11 Rolling with one-horse power (video still of “Felt Making Mongolia”) 

 

This obviously was not going to happen with us, as there was still a foot of snow on the ground, and a lack 

of camels, so we used our own feet. While watching TV, the kid and I would move the felt-roll back and 

forth and at one point figured out we could use the binding rope to pull it back after rolling it away. We 

kicked it, kneaded it, sat on it, walked all over it, anything to simulate rolling over the plains at speed 

while being dragged by galloping ponies. 

 

 

 
Figure 12 Rolling with one-boy power. 
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5: Repacking. 

When the wrapping started to loosen, we’d unroll and rewrap. At the first unwrap, I folded the edges in 

as suggested by the Mongolian videos but I think I should have done that either sooner, or not at all, as 

they never really felted well back into the main body. 

 

6: More agitation. 

More rolling, lots of YouTube, another re-pack, and even more rolling. I rolled it on and off for about 3-4 

hours over I think 4 days: my legs felt as if we hiked a mountain! We added hot soapy water as needed: 

the soap is not essential, but the alkaline environment will speed up the felting process. As we worked in 

our living room, in front of the stove, the felt was nice and toasty much of the time, and the wet wool 

felted as well as suinted. Use a tarp underneath as not to leak wet-sheep smelling suint liquid all over 

your flooring or carpet.  

 

 

7: Agitation and rinsing. 

Because the wool had suinted, indicated by 

the earthy beige liquid leaking out, it could 

be rinsed indoors without dumping too 

much oil into our septic. In the process of 

suinting, minerals from sheep sweat and the 

oily lanolin in the wool dissolve in the hot 

water and bacterially ferment to make a 

crude soap, which then suspends remainder 

oils and dirt without leaving an oily residue.  

 

 

 

At this point I moved the felt roll into our bathtub and unrolled it to remove the shower curtains. I tightly 

rerolled it, sprayed it with hot water and with my bare feet walked all over it. When flattened sufficiently, 

I’d reposition the roll. When the roll became warm through and through, I changed the water to cold, 

trampled it, etcetera. I did this until the rinse water was mostly clear (and my feet very, very clean). 

 

Figure 13 Alternating hot & cold shower, with pedal agitation. 
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Figure 14 My Icelandic inspiration modelling the pad (with the prototype surcingle & stirrups) for a cookie. 

 

8: Drying. 

After tightly rolling the felt back up one last time, I squished as much liquid out while walking over it as 

much as I could. I put the plastic curtain back in the living room, in front of our woodstove, and positioned 

the felt roll on it. Evaporation while lying flat was not going very fast, even in front of the hot stove, so I 

draped the felt over a chair for gravity to offer a helping hand. 

 

  

 

 

At the end of the day, the felt was mostly 

damp, not wet. Unfortunately, the folded 

edges had not felted back over really well so 

I ended up cutting them off with sturdy 

fabric scissors instead. This also showed the 

sheet felted in layers more than intended, 

likely as we are not as skilled as the 

Mongolian experts in laying down the felt 

properly intertwined. 

 

Figure 15 drying the raw felt. 
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Learning points: 

It was suggested to me to use an orbital 

sander (naked, without the sanding paper) 

through some bubble wrap. This did not 

seem to have much effect when I tried it. It 

might work better when done earlier in the 

felting process (or for smaller or thinner 

felts). 

 

I also thought the sheet felt could use a bit 

more tightening after rinsing and trimming, 

so I ran it through the dryer on hot. While 

this is generally very effective, and part of 

my dryer balls felting process, but in this 

case, it was too much. Next time, when 

using the dryer on a new project, I need to remember to check every 10 minutes or so to make sure the 

effect is what is wanted. While before, the sheet felt mostly shrank in length and not so much in width (as 

expected from scrutinizing the Mongolian videos), in the dryer the felt shrank mostly in width, and quite 

significantly too. It made an amazing springy pillow-type felt which will be awesome to sit on, but I 

worried it might possibly be not quite wide enough to be used as a saddle. 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 18 Before going into the dryer... Figure 17 ...after coming out of the dryer. 

Figure 16 Trimming the edges. 
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The þófi illustrations all include leather patches on top to help secure the fold. I had intended a triple fold 

and used four rectangles of leather intended to be positioned on the fold. But I found my pad both to be 

too short (in length) and thick to do a triple fold – it felt very precariously high and unbalanced when 

riding. The single fold works well (but aesthetically, the patches could have been smaller). The function of 

the leather patches is to secure the (rawhide? sinew?) rope to keep the two folds together. I tried leather 

cord which snapped at the first try. Right now, I am using modern paracord but are looking into 

something a bit more plausible (either rawhide cord, or braided wool). 

 

The leather is scavenged from repurposed leftovers of a $20 roll found at Pennsic. I sewed the patches to 

the felt using an awl to poke the holes, a harness needle, waxed fake-sinew thread, and pliers to help pull 

the needle through. It is HARD sewing, the felt is thick, dense and grabby. I might add another piece of 

leather to protect the felt from rubbing on the surcingle hardware later, as seen on some of the 

exemplars, but as I initially positioned the hardware just below the felted pad it was not necessary then.  

 

 

 
Figure 19 Sewing on the leather patches. 
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Part two: assembling the þófi surcingle 
 

The rectangular bracket in between the top surcingle and the 

straps to attach to the belly girth is what makes this piece of 

equipment so unique, and difficult to recreate. I was not able to 

find a 3-inch rectangular ring or ‘8’ shaped bracket off the shelf. 

I ended up commissioning the bracket, as well as the stirrups, 

from a local metalsmith. At first, I used a temporary surcingle 

cobbled together from my Australian cattle saddle girth (which 

is separate from the saddle, unlike any other modern saddle I 

am familiar with), it’s attached double-buckled girth and 

modern stirrup leathers and stirrups.  

I found the pad to be more like a saddle, and less like a 

bareback pad and really appreciate having stirrups to help 

balance. The riding-felt is not close-contact and grabbing the 

belly with my legs to hold on is precarious. The temporary 

surcingle worked well, but as the stirrups were attached to the 

belly girth (slung over the top to the opposite side) any time I 

would put weight in them, it would tighten the belly strap, 

which is uncomfortable for my boy. Time to figure out making 

the appropriate girth. 

 

 

 

As the surcingle both secures the riding-felt in place, as well as take all my weight from the stirrups, I felt I 

should use the sturdiest leather I had. For the top-part I used belly leather, also used for shoe soles. I am 

a novice leatherworker and had to make do with the leather and equipment I already happened to have 

on hand (if not for the Plague, I would have been able to use the workshop of a real leatherworker).  

 

 

Figure 20 The temporary girth. 

Figure 22 Top girth and brackets Figure 21 Cutting the notches for the brackets. 
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Measuring out the width of the stirrup leather and the belly girth strap; the girth straps are of slightly 

different color as I had two workable leftovers, but not of exactly the same leather (the same for the 

stirrups straps). I notched the top surcingle and sewed it to the bracket with an overlapping running stitch 

(which locks the thread without needing to knot it). I opted for a double row of stitches as it looks more 

secure, but it is probably not necessary (one of the exemplars also uses only a single row). I used a 

modern leather hole punch for the buckle holes in the straps. The workshop would have had an oval 

punch, which would be hammered instead of hand-punched, and thus more period, but also out of reach 

due to Plague.  

 

 

The belly girth I am using here is a modern Western single-buckle girth. Period girths would likely be 

braided from horsehair and/or wool, like modern-day mohair girths (also my favorite girths). I intend to 

upgrade to a Western mohair girth once I know for sure the length needed, as they are not cheap (and 

there are no second-hand tack shows right now to scavenge for odds and ends). 

 

 

Figure 24 Measuring strap widths Figure 23 First BLOOD! 

Figure 26 Attaching the girth straps Figure 25 Adding buckle holes to girth straps 
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First iteration: the belly-girth is definitely too long 

(not surprising, as it came with our Haflinger’s 

western saddle) as are the modern stirrup leathers. 

I added about twice as many holes, but found the 

surplus length to be in the way and I really did not 

want to cut down perfectly fine heavy-duty stirrup 

leathers unless I had to. Plus, I found that the 

buckles when placed at the top, near the bracket, 

as modern leathers are supposed to be used, to rub 

into my legs. Instead, I made two short stirrup 

leathers (from leftovers – I wish I had a better, 

straighter, cutter) with two repurposed buckles 

that come with a built-in back holder. These are 

similar to the buckles found used in the illustrations 

(see right) and help secure the surplus leather 

strap. 

 

 

Figure 28 First trial with stirrups: too long. Figure 27 Second trial: buckle rubs leg. 

Figure 29 Illustration from Tómasson 2002 
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I used the stirrup leather as an ‘O’ loop (think 

belt) and not the way the illustration showed 

as a ‘P’, as my stirrups do not have the metal 

stirrup mounts which would attach them 

securely to the bottom of the leather’s edge. 

I am contemplating this for the future, once I 

find someone who can make stirrup mounts. 

As far as I know, stirrup mounts are 

something from the past – all modern 

equipment I’ve seen uses a belt-like looped 

leather. Perhaps this is connected to the use 

of solid-tree saddles, which includes a 

pocketed area for stirrup leather buckles so 

they don’t chafe the legs (and are easily 

accessible when mounted to change the length of the stirrups). To prevent chafing, I positioned my 

buckles at the bottom, near the stirrup, and can loop any spare leather through the stirrup ring to keep it 

out of the way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 30 Different stirrup leather options. 

Figure 31 New set up, with the stirrup leather 

buckle at the bottom, away from my leg. 
Figure 32 The stirrup leather buckle is fixed near 

the top of the stirrup so the buckle does not slide 

up and down while moving. 
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Part three: the metal hardware 
 

 

 

 

 

 

I commissioned the metal hardware from John Michael Thorpe, who is local which made drop off easy. 

The hardware is treated with burned-on beeswax, which should be a period finish. It seems the original 

brackets are of a figure 8 shape, with a central bar, but due to cost I kept the design straight, and simple. 

 

    

Figure 34 inspiration piece (by Tómasson 2002), indicating the 

large rectangular bracket or ring. 

Figure 33 measurements 

Figure 35 Brackets, version one. Figure 36 Brackets, version 2, with rounded edges so as 

not to rub the leather unduly. 
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Figure 37 Viking era inspiration stirrups (left: Arbman 1943, p.45-49, right: 

Brøndsted 1936, 78-84) 

 

The stirrups are based on Viking era forged iron stirrups. The left illustration is from Birka, Sweden and 

the right one is from Denmark. I found only a handful of Viking era Icelandic stirrups and most are of a 

wide ‘D’ shape, similar as these, but with a welded top meant to be attached with a stirrup mount. The 

design is more involved, and as I did not know any smithies with stirrup-making skills I figured I’d keep this 

project small, simple, and relatively affordable. The replica stirrups are also beeswax treated. 

 

In design, they look quite similar to the extant objects, apart from the footplate. In all three extant 

samples, the footplate is welded and flattened to create a wider, flattened footplate. In the replica, the 

footplate is unfinished, and thus not widened. I think this would not feel as good to my foot, especially 

when wearing thin turnsole shoes, but I can’t quite test as unfortunately the width of the stirrups are 

slightly smaller than my feet and I can’t quite fit my shoes in to ride on the balls of my feet. It also seems 

these lighter weight, thinner stirrups don’t release well from my feet (or they stick due to being small?) 

which worries me in case of an emergency. A researcher looking into Viking Iceland horse equipment had 

the following to say on lower-end Icelandic stirrups: “All of these stirrups are made of iron and are thin in 

diameter, which would have made their manufacture economical in early Iceland, but their use unsafe. 

Heavier and thicker stirrups release the foot easier in the case of an emergency, but thinner stirrups are 

more likely to be caught, thus making a dangerous fall more hazardous” (Stelter 2014, 46) 

 

  Figure 39 Stirrups, the final set Figure 38 Trial stirrups. 
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Results 
 

I loved testing the seat of this pillow-y pad-saddle. My Icelandic horse has a pronounced backbone ridge 

and I was curious to see if this felt is enough padding to be able to ride him at speed without hurting my 

own tailbone. While I am somewhat disappointed with the frazzled look of the end-product, and that it 

does not give me much room for my seat, it is possible that the shrinkage provided extra cushioning 

appreciated for a more enjoyable ride! 

 

Observations:Observations:Observations:Observations:    

    

The riding-felt is not like a modern close-contact felted 

bareback riding pad. The rider sits higher up; further away 

from the horse’s center of gravity, and stirrups do help 

significantly. 

 

The riding-felt works much better when positioned slightly 

over the shoulders, instead of just behind. This curves the 

front of the felt pad upwards, which creates a rise (think leg 

rolls) that helps tuck in the rider’s butt more securely. I 

worried this would hinder Greni’s shoulder movements, but 

he does not seem to care. 

 

I did not except the stirrups-attached-to-the-girth design to 

work, but it actually positions in a fairly similar place as the 

girth and (separate) stirrup attachment on a saddle. Because 

the attachment sits lower, the stirrup leathers are much 

shorter than normal. 

 

The stirrup attaching with a stirrup mount to the leather, 

instead of running the leather in a loop, makes sense as an 

unfixed buckle would likely travel upwards and then rub on 

the inside of the leg. If I had realized this earlier in the 

process, I would have looked in more detail at using stirrups 

with metal mounts, but at the time it seemed like an 

unnecessary complication. 

 

I have a feeling the more the riding-felt is used, the more it molds to my rear, and the more comfortable 

and stable it will get. It is nicely soft and warm – potentially too warm in summer, but I guess we’ll find 

out. 

 

And is it Viking age or medieval? I can not say for sure. I do think the circumstantial evidence is quite 

persuasive – and honestly, if a museum has a physical object dating to 1700-1750, then I would be highly 

surprised if the custom is not at least SCA-period. Perhaps not early medieval, but plausible enough to get 

more SCA equestrians interested and willing to recreate and experiment!  

Figure 40 Testing the final get up. It rides 

surprisingly OK and I do intent to use it in the 

future at SCA Equestrian events. I did not wear 

garb as it would have obscured the saddle. I wish 

the stirrups fitted better, it does not feel good 

riding with my toes. I will likely switch these out 

with my modern Icelandic stirrups and keep riding! 
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Appendix: other images 
 

 

  

 

Object 315548; Dated to 1700-1750. 

 

“Those who did not have fine riding gear used a 

simple saddle pad made from fleece. The pad seen 

here is covered in sealskin. A strap was fixed over 

the pad, with stirrups. [The] Þófi, an ancient 

equestrian [tack] and common until the 1870s, 

especially [with] women and the poor. Many who 

did not have high-quality horses rode on riding-

felts.” 

 

 

 

 Object 322229; Undated 

 

 “This Þófi is everything somewhat well-crafted, and I 

loved being able to get this riding-felt, because the 

museum had no one before, and felts have become rare, 

for a long time it was impossible to purchase them, since 

they were expensive.” 

  

Figure 41 Bruun 1902 

Figure 42 Bruun 1902, reprinted in Tómasson 2002 

Figure 43 Sarpur 315548 

Figure 44 Sarpur 322229 
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Appendix: selected translations 
 

I had not expected translating Icelandic to be so difficult, it made the German seem positively easy. 

Therefore, this appendix only contains selected translations I feel somewhat confident in. I will keep 

working on the larger, quite interesting, texts to include at a later time. 

 

Dictionary of Old Norse Prose by the University of Copenhagen https://onp.ku.dk/onp/onp.php?o89907 

Translation by Fridrikr Tomasson (Tom Ireland-Delfs) 

 

2) sadeldækken, sadelunderlag (af filt) 

    "Boro þeir siþan sveinen þangat. es liost var. oc lǫgþo vɴder þófa" (c1220) — Þorláks saga Helga] 

Then they bore the lad to a clear place and laid him under a saddlecloth. 

    "guðvefjarpell var at þófanum. En sǫðullinn var af fílsbeini" (c1375-1400) — Flóress saga ok Blankiflúr 

Precious silk was the saddlecloth and ivory was the saddle. 

    "hann tekur staf j honnd sier beisl og þöfa" (c1600-1650) — Hrafnkels saga Freysgoða 

He takes the staff in his hand and bridle and saddlecloth. 

    "tekur hann hestinn og slær vid beisli, lætur þofa vnder sig, og rijdur vp hia Griotꜳrgili" (c1600-1650) — 

Hrafnkels saga Freysgoða 

He takes the horse and strikes it with bridle, sets saddlecloth under him, and rides up Griotargli. 

    "var. sprettir sǫðulgjǫrðunum ok léttir sǫðlinum upp af þófanum" (c1696) — Sturlunga saga 

He springs the saddlegirths, and lifts the saddle up (off) the saddlecloth. 

 

 

Fra de færøske bygder by Daniel Bruun, 1902, p.72-73 

Translation by google translate & the author (Susan Verberg) 

 

En særegen Sadel (þófareiði) bruges navnlig af unge Piger, men   ogsaa stundom af Mænd paa kortere 

Ture hjemme paa Gaarden, f.Ex. naar de føre Hestekara vaner hjem fra Udmarken med Hø. Da sidde   

ogsaa Pigerne som Mænd med et Ben til hver Side. Sadlen dannes af valkede og sammenfoldede Lag af 

Uld (þófi), over hvilke der ofte endnu lægges et Faareskind (Fig. 46). Over   Sadlen eller rettere 

Sadelpuden spændesen Gjord   (þófaól), hvis nederste Ende til begge Sider er spaltet i Remme, saaledes 

at et Par anvendtes som Gjord, et andet til Anbringelse af Stigbøjler. Disse ere stundom udskaarne af  

Hestehove (Fig. 49) eller bestaa kun af et lille Træbrædt, der  hænger i Snore (Fig. 10). Paa det sted, hvor 

Remmene skilles, ere de stukne gennem et Metalspænde (sylgjur). Disse Sadler ere nu næsten gaaede af 

Brug; men de ave sikkert været benyttede siden Oldtiden.   

 

A peculiar saddle (þófareiði) is used mainly by young girls, but also sometimes by men on shorter trips at 

home on the farm, e.g. when they lead horse carts home from Udmarken with hay. Then the girls also sit 

like men with one leg to each side. The saddle is formed by felted and folded layers of wool (þófi), over 

which a sheepskin is often still laid (Fig. 46). [see appendix: other images] The saddle, or rather the 

saddle-pad, is fastened with the surcingle (þófaól), the lower end of which is split on both sides into 

straps, so that a pair was used for the girth, another for the placement of stirrups. These are sometimes 

carved out of horses' hooves (Fig. 49) or consist only of a small wooden board hanging in strings (Fig. 10). 
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At the place where the straps are separated, they are stuck through a metal buckle (sylgjur). These 

saddles are now almost out of use; but they have probably been used since antiquity. 

 

 

Island in Vergangenheit und Gegenwart: Reise-Erinnerungen by Paul Herrmann, 1907, p230 

Translation by google translate & the author (Susan Verberg) 

 

Die heute üblichen Sättel (hnakkur) sind ganz die bekannten englischen, nur natürlich viel kleiner; bei 

grösseren Reisen wird gern ein dichtes Schaffell auf den Sattel gelegt und mit einem Sattelgurt 

festgebunden (södulgjörd); vergl. die Abbildung Kap. IX: „Aufbruchzur Reise". Leider muss ich sagen, dass 

die Isländer auf die Instandhaltung des Reitzeuges (reidingur, södulreidi) zu wenig Sorgfalt verwenden. 

Die Riemen (ól, pl. álar), an denen die Steigbügel hängen (ístad, ístads-ól), sind ausgedient, durchlöchert 

und reissen fortwährend ein; mit Zaum (beizli) und Zügel (taumur) stehtes nicht besser, ebenso wenig mit 

den Kopfriemen (höfudledur), Stirnriemen (ennis-ól ), Halsriemen (kverk-ól) und Sattelriemen. Der 

Sattelgurt wird unverantwortlich lose angezogen, und meinen Begleitern begegnete es, dass der eine 

beim Galoppieren mit dem fest zwischen den Beinen eingeklemmten Sattel zu Boden flog, während sein 

Pferd ausriss, und dass dem andern beim Erklimmen einer nicht leichten Höhe Zügel und Gurt riss; wäre 

er nicht ein so tüchtiger Reiter gewesen, hätte ein  böser Unglücksfall eintreten können. Ich hatte mir 

daher, durch die Erfahrungen der ersten Reise gewitzigt, für die zweite tadelloses Reitzeug ausbedungen 

und habe stets beim Aufsteigen nachgeprüft, ob alles fest geschnallt war. Meinem Führer war es freilich 

gleichgültig, wenn der Sattel auch noch so locker schlenkerte, er sass wie angemeisselt und hätte die 

ganze Reise ebenso gut auf einer Filzdecke (pófi, „Sattelkissen“) oder auf einer einfachen Pferdedecke 

machen können(undirdekk). 

 

The saddles common today (hnakkur) are exactly the same as the well-known English ones, only of course 

much smaller; on longer journeys, a thick sheepskin is often placed on the saddle and tied with a saddle 

strap (södulgjörd); compare the figure in chap. IX: "Departure for the journey". Unfortunately, I have to 

say that the Icelanders do not pay enough attention to the maintenance of their riding gear (reidingur, 

södulreidi). The straps (ól, pl. Álar) from which the stirrups hang (ístad, ístads-ól), are obsolete, riddled 

with holes and keep tearing; it doesn’t look better with the bridle (beetli) and reins (taumur), or with the 

head strap (höfudledur), browband (ennis-ól), neck strap (kverk-ól) and saddle strap. The saddle girth is 

irresponsibly loosely tightened, and it happened to my companions that while galloping one fell to the 

ground with the saddle clamped firmly between the legs, while his horse tore away, and that the other 

tore the reins and girth while climbing a not easy height. Had he not been such a capable rider, a bad 

accident could have occurred. Therefore, knowing from the experiences of the first trip, I had stipulated 

that the second trip would be impeccable and I was always checked with mounting that everything was 

securely strapped. It was of course indifferent to my guide, no matter how loosely the saddle swung, it sat 

as if chiseled and could just as easily have made the whole journey on a felt blanket (pófi, "saddle 

cushion") or on a simple horse blanket (undirdekk). 
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